
AT107PT 508498 TABLE ADJUSTMENT

When setting the machine precisely once it is in place, it is often possible to make a small amount 
of adjustments to just the stop bolts on the clamp side and rise and fall handles to get it just right. It
does pay to use a proper engineers straight edge for fine adjustment, especially to check parallel 
but a basic level or a bit of wood will get you most of the way there. Assuming the blades are set 
correctly, start by setting the outfeed table to the blades. Unlock the table locks loosen the zero 
stop pins and release the outfeed rise and fall handle. This is locked and stopped by pins because
once it is set it stays where it is during normal use.
Lower the infeed table out of the way and place a straight edge mostly on the outfeed table on the 
hinge side so when you turn the cutter block by hand in it's normal direction of travel, the blade 
should catch the straight edge and drag it off the table 3-5mm. If it travels too far then the table 
needs winding up towards the cutter block with the large aluminium handle. Check the blades 
aren't touching the underside of the table as the block rotates.
Once you have the desired travel on the hinge side, check it is the same on the clamp side.
If it's not, there are instructions further down for adjusting the clamp stop bolts to raise or lower the 
clamp side of the table to get 3-5mm on the straight edge.
Re-check the hinge side of the outfeed table for straight edge movement because the last 
adjustments could have changed things but going over the above a couple of times will get you 
there. Once it is in place, lock off the large aluminium handle and check again.
Now the infeed table needs to be set to the outfeed table. Turn the cutter block so the blades don't 
touch the straight edge. Place the straight edge on the hinge side of both tables and wind the 
infeed table so it comes up to the straight edge and shows both tables are parallel. If you should 
see light between the straight edge and the infeed table, check how much of a gap it is. (If it is 
0.30mm or less when using top quality equipment then it's really not worth trying to close that gap 
unless you require super extreme precision and have time to make many trial and error 
adjustments as described further on in this guide.)
Hopefully the infeed table has come up parallel to the straight edge, so then move over to the 
clamp side and check the infeed table is coming up level there. You should be able to adjust the 
infeed stop bolts to level the infeed table to the straight edge and outfeed table.

If more adjustment is required and you want to use every adjustment possible please read on.
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Make adjustments in the order show in picture 1.

Start with the hinge side of the outfeed table, then the clamp side, the hinge side of the infeed 
table, then the clamp side.
The outfeed table should be set to the cutter block and knives, then the infeed table set to the 
outfeed table.

Adjusting tables to be parallel 

First check the tables are parallel to each other and do not require adjusting like the green in 
picture 1. Decide which table should be skewed or if both need it. If they do require adjusting, see 
pic 2 and make this adjustment first. This won't affect how the machine works so high precision 
isn't needed but it shouldn't be visibly wonky.

If the tables are not parallel to each other, loosen all adjustments. Pic 2
Red - 16mm spanner and 8mm allen key both 1 turn
Yellow - 13mm and 16mm spanner and move away from stop points
Green - 10mm spanner and move nuts away from stop points

Once the tables are set as near as possible to parallel and roughly level on the first hinge, tighten 
red and green adjustments (pic 2) and check, you may need to hold the table parallel with the 
cutter block (green adjustment in pic 1) as you tighten red adjustments in pic 2.
Once red adjustments on pic2  are tight, then tighten the M6 10mm nuts (green circled in pic 2) by 
hand then a ¼ of a turn each alternatively with a 10mm spanner until they are locked to the body of
the machine.

Setting outfeed table to blade

If only fine adjustment is needed, you may be able to skip the adjustment of the outfeed table 
hinge, leave it where it is and just set the height above the blades by unlocking the stop pin circled
yellow in pic 2 and adjusting the aluminium rise and fall handle.
When lowering or raising the outfeed table with the aluminium handle to make the straight edge 
catch the blades, be sure to check table is not too close to cutter block, if it is, raise table with pic 2 
green adjustment 10mm nuts and back it away from cutter block using the large aluminium handle.
Also be sure not to back it away too much and trap the upstand catches that stop the tables falling.
If the table needs lowering that much it needs to done on the hinge adjustment by undoing the red 
circles and adjusting the green circles in pic 2.
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Lower the infeed table out of the way then set the height to drag the straight 3-5mm (like in pic 3) 
on the hinge side of the outfeed table, then check and set the height of the clamp side of the 
outfeed table like in pic 4. 



Once the height at the clamp side is set, re-check the height on the hinge side, readjust if 
necessary and repeat until outfeed table is level with blades and at the right height.

Set outfeed table around 0.10mm lower than the blade at it's highest point. This should make a 
straight edge move between 3-5mm (see pic 3)

Once you are happy with how the outfeed table is set, lock off the yellow adjustments in pic2 by 
holding the large aluminium handle still, and tightening the 16mm nut against the body, then set the 
stud (circled yellow in pic 2) to the back of the hinge casting and lock in place with a 13mm spanner.
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Setting the clamp side

Pic 4

Set the clamp side of the table by undoing the table lock (circled pink) and undoing the 16mm 
(locknuts circled blue) Raise or lower the table with a 19mm spanner so it is equal to the hinge side
and moves the straight edge the same amount as the other side (3-5mm) ¼ of a turn clockwise 
with the 19mm spanner will cause the straight edge to move roughly 5mm further so adjustments 
are sensitive. Also consider that things will change when locking the 16mm nut, typically locking 
the 16mm nut will make the bolts go up.



Once the straight edge is moving equally both ends of the cutter block (hinge side and clamp side) 
with the 19mm height adjustment bolts locked in place with the 16mm locknuts, set the cam lock 
(circled pink) slightly higher than the shoulder of the bolt for it to work. (like in the picture)

When clamping the tables (pink) they should not move unless you are compensating for twisted 
table castings. If the tables are moving out of line when clamped then one of the 19mm bolts (blue)
are at the wrong level. Sometimes to rectify this you may have to adjust both bolts in the opposite 
direction to each other if adjusting the lower one up to the table doesn't work.

Setting infeed table

Move the cutter block so the blade is not in its highest position and place an engineers straight 
edge on the tables with the centre line (white) on the outfeed table. You are now setting the infeed 
table to the outfeed table so the straight edge needs to stay on the outfeed table.
Wind aluminium handle (circled orange) so the infeed table comes up to the straight edge (purple 
line) and be sure it's not causing a gap where the brown line is.
Adjust hinge side of infeed table in a similar manner to adjusting outfeed table ensuring there is no 
gap over 0.30mm under the straight edge at any point, adjust the clamp side of the infeed table to 
come up level with the outfeed table in the same way.

When adjusting the hinge side of any table it is possible to just undo one side (either the 8mm allen
key bolt or 16mm spanner as circled in red on pic 2) Also consider that adjusting 10mm M6 nut 
(green in pic 2) will not only raise or lower the end of the table you are adjusting but also have the 
opposite effect on the other end of the table.

On both tables you may find adjusting the clamp side may affect the hinge side and you have to 
readjust the hinge side again but the closer you get to correct and the smaller the adjustments you 
make, the less one side will affect the other.
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